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ISS overhauls old computer network
According to !SS, $3 million ofnetwork upgrades will increase capacity200 times, add high tech programs for Xavier community
BY MELISSA CURRENCE ·
Campus News· Editor

Increased Internet speed and
online registration are the improvements to technology· Information Systems and Services
(ISS) are bringing to Xavier students.
The $3 million .network installation, expected to take a year to
complete, was finished over
Christmas break.
The network system is by
Ethernet, a Cisco Inc., product,
and required the rewiring 6f all
campus buildings.
The two-gigabit network core'
increased its capacity 200 times.
· "The system will be fully functional by next fall," said university Associate Vice President
Dorinda Giles, who also heads
ISS.
The campus Internet capacity
will be increased to 100-megabit
per computer as opposed. to the.
current IO-megabit capacity.
More Internet power will allow
the university to better handle the
downloading of multi-media
files, such·· as Napster:, or
AudioGalaxy.
"We haven't taken a position
against Napster," said Giies.
"However, we had to control the
amount of space it took on the
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Sophomore Kristen Feeney uses one of the computers in the library's new computer lab.
campus network for th~ good of
the other users. The network was
much more overworked with
Napster and other multimedia
files."
By May, ISS plans to have
online registration services ready
for next· fall.
"With online. registration, I
could follow exactly how classes ·
are filling," said freshman. Ma.ria

Palmer. "It would also make [regAnother product being tested
istration] more· convenient and ·is Blackboard, a Web-based refaster."
source for classes. It is being
Xavier's email system will be used by 15 faculty members this
updated. "We are working to de- semester.
velop a Xavier-owned and oper' "Whetlrer or not we have
ated email. service similar to Blackboard next year depends on
Hotmail," said Giies. "We are re- how the trial goes," said Giles.
searching products to make sure "This is a popular product nationthe system will be what the stu- wide."
dents, faculty and staff want." ·
Blackboard allows professors
.

to post messages, conduct chats
and place links.
Next year, the student data service and wireless technology will
be introduced to campus. The student data ser~ice allbcates students disk space on the network
to save files instead of requiring
to save to a disk.
Wirele.ss technology will be
available in the Gallagher Center;
and ISS plans to. have wireless
classrooms.
Many of these improvements
depend on the spring budgeting
process for capital_ expenditures
for next year. According to Giles,
ISS's budget will be approved by
the erid of March.
Xavier-received a $10,000
grant for the information literacy
project to the University Libraries to improve computer researching for six academic departments:
nursing, biology, education, information systems, theology and
English. ·
"The information literacy
project will ultimately. have a
very widespread impact on the
students who will use electronic
information technology at
Xavier," said Dr. JoAnne Young,
director of the Xavier Libraries.

.

Local artists. featured in spring Cohen. exhibit
'

.

urge to touch and explore the
pieces, want to wrap themselves
The Xavier Art Gallery opened in cloth and perhaps wonder how
its first of five spring shows last and why they were created," said
Friday. The exhibit features the · Sweeney. "I am a tactile person,
works of local artists using I need to touch my art - I want
printmaking, digital and fiber people to be able to feel my art."
arts.
Sweeney will be teaching Fiber
The artists, Julie Doran, .Kim · Arts at Xavier next semester.
Fry and Susan Minnich Sweeney
Fry, a native of Cincinnati, spe.
have roughly· 100 pieces on dis- ' ci.alizes
in digital art. "My interplay around campus.
est in .digital art began with my
- The majority of artwork is in love of good stories - especially
the Cohen Gallery, and some is those contained within the landdisplayed in Alter Hall. Each art- scape around me," .·she said. Fry
ist has about 30 pieces on display. combines digital photo collages
"Presenting on a campus such and polaroid image transfers to
as Xavier enriches not only the create her pieces.
university community, but the
In one of her favorites, Fry
surrounqing communities as gathered images around Cincinwell," said Xavier Gallery Direc- nati and combined them to portor Kitty Uetz. "It gives the art- tray an element of decay in the
i,sts non-traditional opportunities city.
. to present their work."
"It's amazing to see the stories
The artists agree presenting photos can. tell. Each compositheir work enriches the commu- tion is crafted to express my own
nity. "I want people to have, the reality and yet suggest a larger,
BY MELISSA MOSKO

Asst. Campus News Editor
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more provocative
statement or question," Fry said.
Doran wished to
portray a timeless element to age. "My
work looks at the
five-year-old's teddy
bear at age 27 ."
Doran describes a
"void" in life, a way
to 'pass the time between intense emotional experiences.
"My work is an investigation of void-filling, and a measure of
the distance that exists between action
and emotion."
Anyone int.erested
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
in displaying. their
Art
patrons
examine
Sue
Sweeney's
textile
art,
one
of
many new exhibits
work on campus can
·
on
display
in
the
Cohen
Art
Gallery
this
spring
.
submit a portfolio or
Doran, Fry and Sweeney's dis- a.m.- 4 p.m. Monday through Frislides to Uetz. She, along with
other faculty, will review the pla,ys will remain until Feb. 23. day, and is· open to the public.
work and decide on presentations. The Cohen Art Gallery is open 10
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Writers wanted

.l~

Comributillg Writers

Mermaid Tavern, Xavier' ere:
ative writing workshop, will be
having its next two meetings on
Wednesday, Feb. 7, and Wednesday Feb. 21,.bbth at 8 p.m. The
meetings are tield in the Buenger
Hall basement in the honors
lounge. All students are'invited
to attend. Questions· cari be directed to Mike ~t 396-7770.

Need cash?

··
.
. .
.
BY TRICIA GIESSLER & .
DAVE ENDRES

for .

SAC is sponsodng Dash
Dollars, an. interactive game
show, simiiar to "Let's Make a
Deal." Au_dience iriembers are
randomly pooled to compete
against each other. Dash for Dollars will be held on Friday, Feb: 2,
in Kelly Auditorium from 8 p.m.
to 9:30 p.m. The winner will gb
on to the money booth with the
c.hance to win up to $300. Call
SAC at 745-3534 with any ques~
tions.
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O'Connor Conference on Life, a cial teaching, emphasizing the
gathering of more than 400 pro-life ·dignity of every human person.
college students sponsored by
He also challenged his listen"
ers to create a culture of love in
Georgetown University.

On Monday, Jan. 22, 28 students
from the Students for Life club joined
with hundreds of thousands·of protesters to take· .
part in the annual March
for Life in Washington,
D.C.
The march marked
the 28th anniversary of
the Roe vs. Wade decision that made abortion
legal.
"The ·.conference
he.lp~d strengthen our
sen'se of mission by seeing that as college students we are not alone in
our efforts tci embrace soThe Xavier Students for Life gather on the
cial justice," said junior
Life p·rotest on Monday, Jan. 22.
·
Cailin Hogan, president
.. The conference included adof Students for Life.
·
J
In addition to abortion, the Xavier dresses· by Rev, ·Pavone, ·natmna
marchers sought to draw attention to director of Priests for Life; Cathleen
a number oflife-related issues includ- Cleaver, a representative of the U.S.
ing education, aid to mothers, capi- Catholic Bishops; and U.S. Rep. Joseph Pitts (Rep.) of Pennsylvania.
tal punishment and eut_hanasia.
Pavone spoke of the pro-life
On Sunday, before the march, the
students attended the Cardinal movement within the Catholic so-

Wanna be prez?

·. .

.

National Mat'I during the March
which. women facing. an .unp Janne d pregnancy are suppor ted
·both while they are pregnant and
after the birth ·of their ~hild. ·
The March for Life, beginning
at the Washington Monument and
ending afthe Supreme Court, was
.attended by representatives of

·

·

.
.

hundreds of schools, churches and
organizations. · ''·· ~n'
"Seeing the hundreds of thousands who. took part in the march
helped put in perspective the
millions of children_ who
have been lost to abortion:·
.: said junior Leslie Groh.
"
,;Xavier's presence at the
march is one step in answering the call of Jesuit uni.versity stut:J~nts to affect posi- .
tive changein society," said
Hogan.
Arriorig those. who addressed the crowd before the
march was U.S. Representative Christopher Smith of
New Jersey who read a letter
from President Bush.
for The letter read, "We share a great
goal: to. w~rk toward a ~a~ when
every child JS_ welcomed m hfe and
protected
"
. in law.. .
We-know this will not come easily or all at once'. but the goal le~ds
us ?n'"".ard, to build a culture of hfe,
affirming that every pers~n a~d every state and. seaso~ ~f hfe !.s cre. ated equally 10 God s image.

Double Xp.osure ·~~~~::,:~~

Informational meetings.about
the 2001-Q.002 SGA Executives
are being held on Sunday, Feb. 4
at 4 p.m. and 9 p.m. and on Monday, Feb. 5 at 8:30 p.m ..

..

by Erin Nevius

Get a life
Students for Life is inviting all
students to attend the next meeting, Sunday, Feb. 4, 8 p.m. at the
Dorothy D~y House. E-mail
xusfl@hotmail.com for more information. The staff of Pregnancy
Ce~ter East in Hyde Park.will also
be at the meeting.

XU scholarships

available
Applications are being accepted for the Paul L. O'Connor,
S.J., Scholarship and the Thomas
G. Savag·e, S.J., Scholarships.
These scholarships will be
awarded for the 2001-2002 academic year. The O'Connor Scholarship is worth $5,000 and will
be awarded to a junior excelling
academically and involved in extracurricular activites.
The three Savage Scholarships, worth $3,000 each, are
awarded to three sophomores or
juniors. Students are selected for
their excellence in the humanities.
The applications for these
scholarships are !Jlade through
academic departments. The dead' line for submission is Monday,
Feb. 19. Students can find more
information on the main bulletin
board in Alter Hall lobby, the department chair of their major or
the office of the associate dean,
Rev. Thomas Kennealy, S.J., in
124 Alter Hall.

Nevius, the Opinions/t:~itorial editor took this pi_ctur~ :t~i~ pa~t N~w Year's Eve.
Submit photos_on campus to. "Double Xposure Photo Forum," ML 2129 or drop them off at
the Publications House, 3739 Ledgewood Ave. .
_

Police Notes
Tuesday, Jan. 23 In the
telephone harassment cases, a suspect was identified. Campus Police are woi'king with Cincinnati
Police and the City Prosecutor's office on charges.·

Friday, Jan. 26, 9:05 p.m. An underage student was cited for·
public intoxication and underage
consumption when he walked into
the wrong residence on Cleneay
Avenue.

Saturday, Jan. 27, 12:01 a.m.
-An intoxicated underage student
was cited for criminal damage
when he damaged trash cans and
broke a light fixture on the academic mall. The student fled Campus Police but was apprehended
and charged.

Saturday, Jan. 27, 2:30 a.m. The Norwood Po.lice arrested a student at the Norwood Cafe and
charged ~im with disorderly c~n
duct when he became verbally abusive and refused to leave.

Saturday, Jan. 27, 11:30 p.m.
..., Damage to a shuttle window was
reported when 'a student slammed
the door too hl;lrd. Damage was reported to be $200.

Saturday, Jan. 27, 11:45 p.m.
- Campus Police assisted
Norwood Police in breaking up a
house party on the 2000 block of
Wayland Avenue. Two hundred
students were reported in attendance. ·

Saturday, Jan. 28, 2:13 a.m.
-An underage student was cited
for underage consumption and
criminal mischief when he.exited
an alarmed door in Kuhlman Hall.

Saturday, Jan. 28, 12:55 a.m.
- Camups Police assisted Cincinnati Police in breaking ~p a
large party. on the 900 block of
Mario·n· Avenue where approximately 150 students were in attendance. One student was transported tci the hospital after ingesting a white pill containing an
unknown substance. ·

=··:.::;_.'. ·.·:. ~<,;:.,:·;-:;·;
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be ~ro~ght ~p ~-~- ihter~ai
Saturday, Jan. 28, 1 :30 a.m.
- A student was cited for reckless driving and underage intoxication in the North lot.
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Alumna speaks of earthquake devastation
On Saturday, Jan. I 3, a 7.6 magnitude
earthquake hit El Salvador in Central
America. Xavier alumna, Kristen Barker,
Class o/2000, is doing missionmy work in El:
Salvador. · Almost 700 people were killed. in
the quake. This is Barker's letter, where size
describes Jan. I 3 mid the days followi11g ...
Life is fragile. Life isn't always fair.
.
One mome.nt a person is casually charting
with a loved one, and in the next moment, is
the victim of boulders screaming down a hillside, ending one's conversations,one.'s dreams,
one's life. One minute a person is eating .lunch
with his or her family and the next hi~ or lier
whole suburb is swallowed up in a horrific
mud slide.
There anything faii" about a 10-minute difference in departure time· on the #79 bus.on
Saturday, Jan. 13 meaning the difference between life and death ..
I was one of the lucky ones, who happened,
by chance, to leave 10 minutes later than those
who perished a few kilometers up the Pan
American Highway as boulders and landfalls
mixed with water .from natural springs and
pools forming a lethal muddy combination
that rushed onto the road, covering and smothering all that came in its path. I was one of the
lucky ones who happened to leave 10 minutes earlier than those who perished a few kilometers behind me in Santa Tecla.
lnspite of being in one of the hardest hit
areas of the country at the time of the quake,

1ive I did, gracias a Dias. And I stepped off my
bus, seeing collapsed hillsides, enormous trees
and gigantk boulders covering the expressway in front of me. I joined hundreds of other
peop'le leaving their buses, walking forward ·
in disbelief.
·
In stunned
silence; in a
state of bewilderment, . we
walked
. through the di- ·
saster that had
just
taken
place. Slowly,
it began to
dawn on us that
in the middle
of this mess
and destruction, we were
somehow
alive. Silent
prayers
of
gratefulness escaped from our lips coupled
with urgent prayers forthose who were not so
lucky and fervent prayers for those in our fami;
lies who were not separated by an impassable
road. Helicopters and Red Cross volunteers
were on the scene, directing us to enter a coffee plantation and wooded area off of the road ..
Hundreds of us -entered, trying to make our
way through the rubble to get in contact with
our loved ones, to see how they faired and to

MAKE BREAKFAST
YOUR. BUSINESS
And meet the Dean.

. ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS:

let them know we were all right.
My companion from Aremenia was not
We walked for seven hours, climbing . so lucky. I learned. the next day over 81
over boulders larger than me. We navi- percent of his community had been degated the route, making paths that didn't stroyed, that there were at least 19 people
exist before. We saw houses that had com- confirmed dead, with more missing. Whole
pletely collapsed and met people who were communities have been buried.
Life is stronger than death. Although it is
clearly true that a human life is no match for
·. huge boulders that come crashing down, the
human spirit knows no bounds. A tremendous destructive energy has ·been released
in the earthquake, creating physical barriers, roadblocks and obstacles. This same
energy is being harnessed creatively, dissolving boundaries that have existed between
people and revealing profound \vebs of
solidarity.
In Jardines .de Colon, the differences and
tensions between Evangelicals and Catholics that have separated people in the past,
have been rendered unimportant in the faces
of this crisis. Evangelicals and Catholics
alike worked feverishly to unearth the six
people buried by the quake in the coffee
working rapidly to unearth their loved plantation behind the community. All
ones. Together we helped one another. grieved for the person they were unable to
make our way through the tall grasses and save. A friend once told me that where sufsteep cliffs, carrying children and elders . fering abounds, grace superabounds. I agree.
from time to time, and taking people who
Instead of being paralyzed and immobiwere injured or worn out from the walk to lized by the overwhelming level of destrucany house that was still standing. We com- tion, teams of people from J ardines de Comunicated through shouts, alerting one an- lon have org~mized, canvassing the commuother to where people h~d died, where paths nity, assessing the damage and creatively
were impassable and where mud slides con- strategizing about how to meet the needs of
tinued. Some people left the more than 86 families whose houses have
arrows etched in the dirt been destroyed. Youth have formed work
road to indicate the path- teams to begin the rebuilding process.
way.
People are going from house to house, colPeople, many of whom lecting clothing and food to redistribute to
had lost their homes them- people who have lost more. All over El Salselves, offered our rag tag vador, regardless of the level of poverty,
group of travelers their. people are doing the same, collecting com,
precious water- as we con- beans and clothing to share with those who
tinued through this sel- . have been the most affected by the quake.
dom travelled land. We
The relief efforts are not only connecting
walked forward, not feel- people within this country,. but also are reing hunger, concentrating vealing ties between people in Colombia,
on the go'al at hand· <;Juatemala, Honduras, the USA and many •
reaching our .families. other countries. The level of solidarity is
Sometimes we sang. Not incredible.
knowing how our family
I've recently come to the conclusion that
members faired, we did it is difficult, if not nearly impossible to feel
whatever we could to di- alone in this country.: Although I was alone
minish our fears
.. and .hor~ where the quake hit, groups of people took
rifle images.
me in on the long 7-hour walk. We were all
I walked the last three in 1t together, helping those who struggled
hours beside a tailor from during thej~urney, staying with those who
the Salvadoran town of fell, figuring out ways for us all tQ move
Armenia. He tried to keep forward and get out unharmed.
our spirits up, reminding
Two nights later, I was supposedly alone
me how we should focus again, sleeping in the CRISPAS office which
on .the positive, having is located in a somewhat high-crime area of
this chance to walk San Salvador. The forceful aftershocks sent
through this beautiful, my neighbors and myself running into the
little known part of El Sal- street every little while, where we promptly
vador, bursting with can- got to know each other. Everyone invited
yons, cliffs and lush me to spend the night in their house to avoid
greenery. Occasionally being alone in the CRISPAS house. I realwe talked about our fears ized just how unwarranted the fears of the
of what might be awaiting neighborhood had been which had prein our communities. A.t vented myself and the majority of the
6:30 p.m. we emerged CRISPAS crew from making earlier efforts
from the woods and to know our .neighbors. The aftershocks gave
merged back on to the us the opportunity to realize what a caring
Pan-American Highway. and friendly neighborhood we are a part of
He got in a bus headed to on 23 Calle Orriente. The fear and isolation
Armenia, whi1e I walked that we have previously known on that street
the remaining 30 minutes has dis~ppeared.
to Jardines de Colon.
There is something amazingly comfortI arrived weary, cov- ing about knowing that you are not alone,
ered in dirt, but into the that there are people in your neighborhood
welcome arms of my fam- looking out for you, that there are people in
ily there, who somehow your country who care and that there are
managed to get all of their people around the world sending prayers,
arms around me simulta- food and medicine. When one feels that the
neously. Tears streamed love and support of people, the most devasdown the faces of Elsa, tating situations become somehow more
Yani, Henry, Javier and bearable. Life is stronger than death.
me.

You are invited ·to join Dean Mike Webb for
Donuts, bagels, muffins and juice
In Nieporte Lounge
CBA. Building (ground level)
Tuesday, February 6
From 9:30 until 10:00

And
Wednesday, February 7

From 9: 15 until 9:45

Sponsored by the Williams College of Business
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·who. are the most·. vulne~a~le, nght :: .' ,s~ttle1:lm .~fe,'J.;9~y$;;;.s~gg~~.t~i'!

.

n~~k~~~~:;es '~~:g~1~~ti~~t11:
·•

. Internet hate slieS' · ···. .

~~~~t~!m:j'~~~

· -.. On Monday u:RHumanRights
·.··.
··Commissioner Mary Robinscin ·.. ffA)N:J>''v«E,:R.:}~''.·J(.~
urged.that new strategies be 'found Dart1ll6uth professqr(!Sµsan~e
. to. combat extremist propaganda, .·· and Half Zantop· wer~ found ..
including messages disseminated murdered over llie we~kehd:·'6fi
on the Internet.
s'unday, N~w 'I-Ia0ips.hir~~ !lu"I think it's important to ensure thorities confirmed that the. Ger- ·.
that we find ways of tackling ex- : man~borncoµple, had ·:been
tremist speech, whether it's hate ·. killed .in' th~ir ,~earby )iouse in .
sites on the Internet or extremist . Etna; N.H., but hadHitle'to. ~ay
language and projection of politi- .· about the Circumstances Sur~
cal philosophy by far-right parties," . rounding their deaths~. ·' ...
Robinson told a two-day confer-· · The-police refuse to.release
ence on intolerance in Stockholm. any irifor~ation:about a motive
Robinson said the use of the or suspects, nor have they disIntemet and increasing globaliza- cussed the natur~ of the crime.
tion has contributed to the spread
Dartmouth's.faculty is'strugofracism and intolerance, and strat- gling with the loss of one of the
egies should be found to get high- college's most beloved aca- .
technology companies and the .demic coupies, who had taught
media more involved in fighting ; at the Ivy League ca111pus' for
racism.
more than 25 years.
' . . .
· U.N. Secretary General Kofi
·susan~e Za~t<;>p. 55,chaired·
Annan closed the first day of meet- .· the German' stu.dies program and
ings. About 400 representatives ~as· an internationally' known
from more than 50 countries at- author who speCialized in comtended.
parative literature. Half Zantop',
Sweden, the site of the confer- 63, a·professorofearth sciences,
ence, has in the past been reluctant · was a well-regarded geologist
to trample on personal freedoms, who specialize4 in vokan.oes.
but in recent years begun to address The couple leaves' behind two
·increased racist activity and vio- adult daughters.
· lence.

BY MICHAEL MULVEY, DALLAS MORNING NEWS

Texas prison escapee Patrick Murphy Jr. was arrested outside the
Holiday Inn in Colorado Springs, Colo. in the early morning. hours. of
Jan. 24. · Murphy was one of the last two members of the "Texas Seven"
to be apprehended following a month-long manhunt. Fellow escapee
Donald Newbury was also arrested at the hotel.

Saturday crash kills two OSU
basketball players, eight others
BY J. LYNN LUNSFORD
Knight-Ridder Tribune

One of three airplanes returning
from an Oklahoma State University
men's basketball game crashed Saturday night in Colorado, killing all
10 aboard, including two reserve
players, officials said~
Air traffic controllers Jost contact with the twin-engine Beech
King Air 200 about 5:35 p.m. Dallas time, said Federal Aviation Administration spokesman John
Clabes.
The wreckage was discovered
about an hour later outside Byers,
Colo. Light snow was falling during the flight.
The. plane was one of three being used to fly the basketball team
and its staff to Stillwater, Okla:,
from a Saturday afternoon game
against the University of Colorado
in Boulder, officials said.
In addition to the players redshirt freshman guard Nate
Fleming, 20, and junior guard Dan
Lawson, 21 - the victims included
O.S.U's play-by-play voice, Bill
Teegins, who is also sports director
of Oklahoma City's CBS television
affiliate, KWTV.
"This is. indeed a very sad day
for 'Oklahoma State," said university president James Halligan in
Stillwater.
·
The other two planes returning
from the game, which carried head
coach Eddie Sutton, assistant
coaches and the rest of the team,
were corporate jets. But the aircraft
that crashed was a turboprop craft,
which would have been less able
to get above the weather, officials
said.
The National Transportation
Safety Board said Saturday night
that a team of investigators from
Washington, D.C., would leave for
Colorado on Sunday morning.
Board
member
John
Hammerschmidt, who led the investigation into the crash last January
of an Alaska Airlines jet into the
ocean off the coast of Los Angeles,

will be l~ading t.he team, officials
said.
According to FAA .records, the
aircraft was registered to North Bay
Charter in Reno, Nev. It was manufactured in 1976 and seated 11
people. It was powered by two 850horsepower turboprop engines and
had a cruise speed of about 156
mph. FAA officials said the aircraft
was based at Wiley Post Airport in
Oklahoma City.
King Air planes such as the one
that crashed Saturday are fOljtinely
used by corporations and state governments to transport executives
and officials. They are considered
one of the most efficient and safe
.corporate airplanes.
King Airs are certified to fly in
all types of weather and are usually
equipped with rubber de-icing
bo~ts along the leading edges of
the wings. These inflate and deflate
periodically to break away potentially dangerous ice that can form
on wings.
Officials said Saturday night it
is too early to determine what led
to the crash. A witness told a Denver television station that the plane
was "a big ball of fire" when it hit
the ground.
The Oklahoma State team had
been in Colorado for the Big 12
conference matchup. OSU lost, 817 l, to end a five-game winning
streak. The team's next game,
scheduled for Tuesday night at
Texas Tech University in Lubbock,
was indefinitely postponed.
Halligan said he arid his wife,
Anne, and other university officials
had already met wit11 members of
the basketball team ~ .. J other athle.tic department personnel. He also
said a "sincere effort" had been
made to contact the families of
those aboard the plane.
He said counseling was being
made available to OSU players, and
the university was helping all the
players contact their parents.
Halligan said a memorial service
will. be scheduled "at an appropri-

ate time." But the immediate focus,
he said, ·was on "the families involved and the players to make sure
they're appropriately supported."
In addition to the players and
Teegins, the victims included:
Kendall Durfee, a Cowboy Radio
Networ\< engineer; Pat Noy,es, .~h~.
director of osu basketball operations; Will Hancock, media relations director; Brian Lorenstra, a
student trainer; Jared Weiberg, a
student manager; Denver Mills, the
pilot; and Bjorn F.alistrom, th~ copilot.

In Memoriam
Kendall Durfee, Cowhoy
Radio Network engineer
Bjorn Falistrom, co-pilot
Nate Fleming, Freshman
Will Hancock, media
relations director
Dan Lawson, Junior
Brian Lorenstra, student
trainer
Denver Mills, co-pilot
Pat Noyes, director of
OSU basketball operations
Bill Teegins, OSU playby-play announcer
Jared Wei berg, student
manager
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ORGANIZATION

things that Habitat has been
doing for the past few years."
On Saturday morning, "'hile The group soon found that
most Xavier students are still com~ such an event was not finan~
fortable in their beds, some of cially· possible. "After speakXavier's Habitat for Humanity's ing with representatives at
most dedicated members are Cintas, we realized the event
perched on rooftops around Cin- would cost us more than
cinnati. Come rain, shine, mud or $1,600 for room rental and a
snow, they are at hou.se sites from 9· 'heavy snack,"' said Franco.
a.m. to 3 p.m., nailing shingles, "This is fundraising event, and
hanging drywall and overcoming with that cost we probably wouldn't
their fears of power tools. But some have even broken even." Thus,
members of the service group ai:e Blues Night will be held in the Arasking themselves: Will it be mory in February, as in past years.
enough?
If all goes according to the
Despite the constant support of group's hopes, next year's house
severaJ committed members and pt"oject will be the third in the
reasonable university support (the group's short history. The first
Office of the President donated Xavier house was built on Hutchins
$1,000 to the group), Habitat is suf- Avenue (off Reading Road) during
fering_ from poor turnout at build- the 1997-98 school year and the
. ing-sites and the group's funds are, second house, on Clarion Avenue,
still $49,000 short of the $60,000 was completed last spring. "When
needed to sponsor a Xavier Habitat you think about it, it's amazing that
site next year. "I'm worrisome about Xavier students have built two
it," said Habitat President and se- houses'in three years," said Franco.
nior Chris Franco.
The families who receive the
Franco cited the Dorothy Day houses are chosen by the board of
House's small capacity <l;S an ele- Cincinnati Habitat for Humanity on
ment of Habitat's troubles.-"There the basis of interviews and several
are so many groups meeting at Dor- criteria, including income, loan atothy Day, with Navigators and tempts and inadequacy of current
Earthbread ... and that's great, but living conditions. The family must
it's really tough, too. I think every also put in at least500 hours of work
[DDH] group is suffering this year." during the construction of the
In addition, Habitat's tentative house. Once t~e house is completed,
plans to hold its annual Blues Night it is sold to the family, who receive
fundraiser in the Cintas Center have a 20-year, interest-free mortgage.
fallen through. "We. really wanted
Cincinnati Habitat Executive
to open this event up to the com- Director John Cerniglia also works
. munity, since that's what Habitat is with the.university's group to help
all about. We thought it would be find co-sponsors and additional
great to promote the school and its contributors for house projects.
service. We wanted to bring in the "We appreciate the help we get
alumni and show them all the great from Cincinnati·, but we'd really
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Xavier students (above) raise the wall at an area house site; Xavier Habitat's first house (inset)
is on Hutchins Avenue.
like to pull our own weight," said
Franco. "We don't want to be a drag
on the city, putting our name on a
project when we've only raised 25
percent of the funds. It's like when
you borrow money from your mom
and dad - you feel bad if you don't
pay it back."
·
Part of the cooperation Xavier's
Habitat wants to offer to
Cincinnati's organization is the
provision of builders to area house
sites. "This shows we're doing our
part too, and not just taking a handout. It's like saying, 'Thanks Mom,
thanks Dad. Let me rake the

PERSONAL

leaves,"' said Franco. Unfortunately, the group's been able to offer only two or three builders every
Saturday. "I get these emails from
other Habitat groups asking for
help, and I want to send more than
two people. In years past, we've
been able.to send 10 to 15; now 10
people sign up, but only two show
up," he said.
Sophomore Jennifer Swope,
vice president of volunteers, said,
"My maritra is, 'We need more volunteers.' Every week I call people
and try to get 10 people to commit,
arid usually four or five will show
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up. Even one person is a benefit to
a site, but more would be better."
Franco stressed that providing
this type of help to other Habitat
organizations is important not only
for Xavier's reputation, but for the
mission of the group as well. "It's a
community-based service group;
it's about giving, not receiving."
"We're just trying to offer a service to the school and push the idea
of community, backed by the Je·suit ideals," said Franco. "We're
building houses for the community
out of love."

L .E

.President Graham: the man behind the title
e~perience,"

Graham said. "These
18 to 21 year-olds are just beginHis favorite drink is a "desper- ning a new stage in their lives that
ately dry" Rob Roy, made with is both exhilarating and terrifying;
Dewars and served straight up with a very passionate age that is also
a twist. This new guy is soon mov- filled with wonder of discovery in
ing into the residence halls and not regards to the self."
Graham's pledge to stay cononly can bench press close to 300
pounds, but also has a compilation nected with the student body is a
ofMP3s that range from Radiohead sincere one. Declaring it to be nothto alternative country, is passion- · ing more than a matter of schedul~
ate about social issues and is a de- ing, his relationships have been a
voted Newswire reader to boot. major focus as both a Jesuit priest
This is no up-and-coming student, and a faculty member. He has cherhowever. Ladies and gentlemen, ished these relationships over the
meet Rev. Michael J. Graham, S.J., years and will continue to do so.
the 35th president of the univer- This newfound position offers an
opportunity to further this ambition
sity.
Graham opposes any precon- and he fully plans on taking adceived notions one might have vantage of it.
How will he do this? First, he
about a president of any Jesuit institution. When asked about any plans to move into one of the resigenerational or age gaps that may dence halls, and Graham is very exprevent him from maintaining the cited about this. Just like his close
strong ties he plans to keep with friend and colleague Rev. John
the student body, he merely LaRocca, S.J., he hopes his presence will break down any barriers
shrugged, undaunted.
·
"Music styles and hair styles and assist in the furthering of the
come and go. Piercing fads will students' experiences here at
come and fade, but what will never · Xav~er. Even though, he said, he
change for those in this [college] really can't cook like LaRocca, he
stage of their lives is the sense of plans on offering support, guidwonderment that these individuals ance, and most importantly, friend-

BY THERESA NGUYEN
Contributing Writer

ship to residents, Intentions to attend student government meetings
on a regular basis will also provide
him with an avenue in which to stay
focused on what the student body
wants and needs.
Throughout his years as president, Graham wishes to shape
Xavier in two specific areas: the enhancement of academic quality as
well as its Jesuit identity. What fascinates him is how these areas overlap. For example, he wishes to expand upon Xavier's already impressive service learning programs.
These programs provide students
with the opportunity to immerse
themselves into a new environment
and learn. through their service to
others of that community. In addition to the semesters in Nicaragua,
Over-the-Rhine and Nepal, he alluded to an additional program
where students wi~I be able to stay
at a Native American reservation in
the Dakotas with Jesuits already
there.
Graham has many more ideas for
improving life at Xavier and he isn't
shy about discussing them. B.ut
there's more to Graham than visions
for the future; he has' two bachelor's
degrees from Cornell University in

Rev. Graham, S.J., speaks at the annual Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Celebration earlier this semester.
philosophy and psychology, two
master's degrees (in psychology
and American studies) and a Ph.D.
in American studies from the University of Michigan.
So are you in the mood to contrast Green Day and Godsmack and
how they affect mainstream culture
over a pint of Guinness? Do you

wish to discuss the newest forms of
cardiovascular techniques? Perhaps you would like help in analyzing how philosophy and spirituality can fit into your life over a
glass of merlot. All you have to do
is call him up and make an appointment. He'll be in touch.
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Criminal cover-ups
Have you ever heard a rumor directly off-campus is known for its
on campus of a violent crime crime, you probably won't walk
against a Xavier student? If so, did through it at night.
you ever hear of an investigation
Prospective students also have a
into that crime? How about the right to know the absolute truth about
perpetrator? Did it ever come to instances of crime on· and around
your attention that the person who Xavier's campus. The statistics rebroke the law had been brought leased with Xavier's Campus· Safety
to justice?
and Security Information in June
We here at The Newswire are 2000 state that, in 1999,. there was
curious as to what happens be- . only one reported on-campus crime
tween when the rumor hits our - a car theft. Likewise, there were
ears to when we never hear an- only four reported incidents of offother word about it. We .find it in- campus crime, two of burglary and·
te'resting that though we. hear two of car theft.
manywhisperings of horrible vioThese crime statisticsfrom Safety
lations that deserve prosecution, and Security are very reassuring, but
nothing ever
leave out any inseems to come
stances of homiof them. Not
cide, assault, robonly is there no
bery, sex offences,
public trial, but
v
,
arson and hate
itdoesnotseem
t
crimes.

"It does not seem
h h
as oug. A.avier s.
. published crime .
'statistics, reflect the
things We hear.".

though
as
Xavier.'s pubIi shed crime
statistics reflect
the things we
:hear.
At
some
level of the administration there
. must be cover-ups going on. In
order not to tarnish Xavier's appearance as a model Jesuit institu ti on, they must be dealing with
the reports of hate crimes, sexual
assault and robbery - crimes almost un~voidable on any college
campus - internally.
If this is the case, if this is what
is really happening, it is inexcusable for mimy,reasons. First of all,
students not only have a right to
know, it might save their lives. If
you are made aware a certain person is a rapist, you are less likely
to get drunk with him/her at a
party. If you know that one area
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Hedonistic society. defamed
Fr. LaRocca should be fired. It can feel as th9ugh they sleep in
really is the only sensible thing to
luxury apartments. We have built
do. During the course of a 15
a new edifice that among other
minute homily this Sunday night, . things holds a cafeteria that serves
LaRocca, using .liberation. theolon average .over two full servings
ogy, destroyed the blood, sweat and
of food per student who eats there.
fundraising efforts that defined this
These are great accomplishments,
university during the 1990s. Aland in one little speech, LaRocca
low me to share with you how this
lashed out against all' of our little
travesty occurred, and then you
luxuries and overindulgences. I
will see for yourself this is no overswear, if this university were really
reaction.
run like the corporation it has tried
This past Sunday, I attended my
to be, this would have never hapone Mass of. the year, the Mass
pened.
~here we bless those going to
Nicaragua .. As an alumnus of the
service program, I go every year
to wish the new .group luck. As I
arrived, I was feeling good in my
post Super Bowl party afterglow,
figuring this would be a good time
to see great friends before they left
for three months down south.
And to tell you the truth, I was
all smiles until the homily. That is
when things turned obscene. Instead of being allowed toenjoy this
moment with my friends, I had to
listen to LaRocca call my form of
life into question. He had the audacity to call me on the fact that
I am part of an obese society while
many in the world are starving. He
And cut us a little slack as well,
scotded me for indulging in a rich
LaRocca. We are, in fact, a comsociety while many others are bemunity that has modeled ourselves
yond poor. And he twisted the facts
after the almighty corporation, the
to indicate .that through my inacsavior of American expansionism.
tion, I am somehow responsible for
We forecas't expected earnings,
the poor's problems.
spend huge amounts of money, reThis was not just an insult to me,
sources and time luring investors
this was an in'sult to the entire
while paying our workers as little
Xavier community, the community
as possible. We tend to do busithat cares, proven by our multiyear
ness with companies that bid the
dedication to the Century Camlowest without investigating their
paign. Through this campaign, we
ethical standards or accessibility to
have done tremendous things. We
unions. We turn a profit and evhave renovated dorms so students
eryone is happy and no one asks

"Without
multimillion dollar
endowments,
engorging cafeterias.
-and pretty buildings,
we would have
nothing left but
ideas, ethics, morals
and truths. "

:>On the Web: HTTP://www.xu.edu/soa/Newswire/
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any questions, just the way it
should be.
Why couldn't he have picked
on something a little more accepted, a bit more mainstream?
Binge drinking is a bad thing, even
heavy drinkers agree to that while
they are in church. But instead he
had to question a society that will
spend $2.3 million to air a 30 second commercial rather than spend
that money feeding mouths or providing homes to the homeless.
Again, it is as if poor people are
our problem. .Corporations have
enough. trouble dealing with rapidly opening markets. They can;t
worry about people who can't
even afford to buy or use their
products. Why don't we just give
the corporations (and ourselves)
a little bit of slack.
Besides, just think if
LaRocca's words were heeded.
Without multimillion dollar endowments, engorging cafeterias
and pretty buildings, we would
have nothing left but ideas, ethics, morals and truths. We would
be reduced to nothing more than
a group of smart, passionate, idealistic and dedicated men and
women wanting to learn as much
as possible, not to make more
money, but to make ourselves
more human and be of more service to others.
So ignore the anti-hedonistic
words of Fr. LaRocca, put on your
warm designer jacket, head over
to the cafeteria for an extra helping of dessert and maybe with
time and funny Super Bowl commercials we can put this dreadful
episode behind us.
-

Brooks Keeshin
Class of :01

OPED1'tEW~WrRE@HOTM,Af L.(OJ\fl

PHONE: 745-2878
ADDRE~~: .mL 2129

NOW YOU HAVE NO
EXCUSE NOT TO WRITE.
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.Student parking needs ignored
As are many of my fellow stu- served for the residents) is filled up
dents, I am frustrated with the and plenty of those cars dci not have
parking situation on campus. Now resident parking passes.
. Now, forgive me ifl'm slightly
I realize we have all heard complaints about on-campus parking confused, but I've been under the
-many times, but it seems Campus . impression th<? Resident lot is for
Police and the administration have stud~nts. The Campus Police, who
failed to take notice or concern. seem more. than willing to write
Specifically what is bothering me parking tickets during the rest of the
is the new policy on visitor- passes . wet:'.k, are conspicuously absent. So
and the resident parking situation .. I decided to find the Campus Poon event or game nights in the lice parking policy on Xavier's Web
Cintas Center.
site, which states, "All vehicles
As of this past fall, there was
. . .a quiet changein the visitor park- .
ing pass regulations. Lastyear as
tuition-paying students we were
allowed to obtain visitor parking
passes for our. friends and family for free. However, at the.beginning of this school year apparently the police decided to
start charging us for visitor
passes. While it is only a $2
charge, it only seems reasonable
since all of us pay tuition and for
parking passes for ourselves, it
is only fair we be allowed to have
a visitor pass provided for free.
The Ciiitas Center has been
billed as giving athletics and driven on campus are required to
events back to campus for the stu- have a current parking permit. Cars
dents. However, on nights of· may be parked only in designated,
events, a student such as myself and not otherwise reserved spaces."
could easily get the impression the The policy continues, "VEHICLES
paying customer is more impor- PARKED WITHOUT PERMITS
tant than the student body. I fre• ·WILL NOT BE ALLOWED IN
quently gb off campus for a few CAMPUS PARKING LOTS AND
hours every Friday and return WILL BE SUBJECT TO FINES,
around 7 or 8 in the evening. How- BOOTING OR TOWING."
ever, by that time the "Resident"
So according to Campus PoJot (which I would assume is called lice policy, to park on campus you
the Resident lot because it is re- are required to have a parking pass.

·"On nights of
events, a studentsuch
as mxselfcould easily
· get the impression the
paying customer is
more important than
the student body. " :

D 0 C
Dear Doc,
I'm upset because my doctor
· at home won't let me play rugby
because of several concussions
I've had playing sports. Is this
really necessary or is he just covering his butt?
Signed, Ruggy

40 when you no longer feel invincible. Repetitive concussions cause
damage to the brain. Some famous
pro-quarterbacks have. been forced
to retire related to this. I'd suggest
you take up a Jess hazardous sport.
Badminton anyone?
·

Dear Doc,

I, being a law-abiding student, like
·all other students, purchased a
parking pass so I could legally park
on campus. But for some reason it
seems that the $105 I paid to be
able to park legally ii1 the Resident
lot does not matter on nights of
events, beoauselhere are cars.without passes parked in Jots reserved
for students. I could understand if
spectators had to park in our lots
for lack of other parking, but there
is a rather large portion of the
Cohen lot specifically reserved for
event parking.
As students, we .are . .told
Xavier's primary concern is for us,
and they certainly are very con- ..
cerned with us. However, it seems
in these matters of outside c4stcimers paying for athletic tickets, they
are allowed to park free of charge
on campus and in spots students
· have paid for. We as students only
pay tuition, parking fees and when
we need them, visitor parking
passes. Somehow though, Campus
Police yiew it as fair to ailow spectators. to park for free in our: spots
or in spots students would other- .
wise have to purchase a visitor pass
· for. So possibly with all of the stu~.
dent complaints around campus
concerning parking, the Campus
Police should rethink their pbiicy,
and take care of the students first.
- Scott de Fasselle
Class of '03

·

·y. A
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have to go home. It's really up.Dear Sickly Senior,
my social and school life.
setting
Welcome to the Ohio Valley!
Signed, Worried
Unfortunately the longer you stay
in this area the more likely you are
Dear Worried, .
to develop frequent sinus probIt
sounds like you're having
lems. There also could be an al-.
panic
attacks. This can be treated
lergy component. I'd suggest you
very
effectively.
·See a physician.
see your primary physician or
come up to the Health Center.

Dear Ruggy,
Since I came to Cincinnati four
Questions answered by Dr.
Your physician isn't covering years ago, I developed frequent
Dear Doc,
James P. Ko11erma11. Quest~ons
his "butt." He is protecting your episodes of head congestion, postRecently I've started having may be dropped off at the Health
future. When we're young, we . nasal drip and occasional cough. . episodes out in public that are inand Counseling Center or emailed
tend to think we're invincible. It's I seem to get better for awhile and capacitating. I get rapid beart
. to opednewswire@hotmail.com.
your physician's duty to make sure then it recurs.
rate, nausea, .numbness in my
you make it to the ripe old age of
Signed, Sickly Senior hands and extremely anxious •. l
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Xavier -dance team mysteriously gets the shaft
Numerous people have been
asking me what happened to the
dance team this year, and as a
. member ofthe dance team it's embarrassing not to know the answer
to that simple question. This year,
we are hardly a visible presence at
the games, confined to the sidelines
and possibly after this year, we will
be but a legacy.
. As a second-year member of the
team, I know how good it can be.
Last year at the Gardens, 14 members strong, we danced at every
single home game, often dancing
during halftime and two time-outs.
This year, we are lucky if we get
to sit on the sidelines.
Sure, we have been a strictly
monitored activity from the very
beginning. Amid other colleges'
dance teams who wear midriff outfits bearing their stomachs, or low
cut revealing tops, Xavier's dance
team has always been forced to be
conservative. AtJd for the love of
dance, we sacrificed trendy and
complied. And amid the racy
moves and explicit songs that other
dance teams use, we have also been :·
conservative.
But this year, we have been
· faced with more. problems than
conservatism. The Athletic Department, which we are not a part
of and do not receive scholarships
from, has arbitrarily decided this
year we. are not good enough to .
perform during games anymore,

and they will nof give us a reason
why.
Through ciur own efforts, we
discovered the initial reason forour
prohibition was due to things that
were said in an alumni .chat room
after one of the earlier basketball
games this year. Of course, when
we confronted the Athletic Department w'ith this
information,
they wouldn't ·
tell us what was
said by those 10
alumni. who
have nothing
better to do than
complain _in a
chat room about
matters which
are not of their
concern anymore.
Their time of
active participation in this university is gone. What
goes on at XU is not the alumni's
principle concern anymore, since
they have jobs and families and basketball games have now become an
extracurricular activity for them.
Sure, they donate ·money to.
Xavier, but so do I! I pay about
$20,000 a xear to go to this school;
I am activeiy supporting this institution at this very moment and the
other 24 hours in the day, seven
days a week. The alumni are only ·
on campus maybe once a week for

basketball games, and yet they have we used to be given that we. now
more power by saying a passing consider privileges. We are. being
comment in a chat room than the punished for unknown reasons and
eight members of the dance team do not deserve it.
who practice four times a week for
The other seven girls on' the
two and a half hours at a time until dance team are my friends, and we
11 p.JJ:!., not to mention the numer- work hard to be able to do what we
ous students and ticket holders who love. I ask, what is it we are doing
approach me daily asking why :the wrong? I have been dancing for six
dance team does not perform, say- years now and we are doing noth.
ing they miss ipg different on our d_ance team here
0 ur presence. ·
at XU than I have anywhere else.
We
have If anything we are more col)servabeen given the tive, tasteful and respectful than
run around by many other universities' dance
the Athletic De~ teams.
partment, we
I came to Xavier to be given ophave been given portunities, chances to e~cel and the
no real explana- freedom to express myself in a distion for our ab- criminatory-free environment. I .
sence of perfor- have been met with obstacles, roadmances at the . blocks and the stifling of my selfgames or whom expression. To those of you in
we should talk power who are responsible for this,
to regarding this is this really what the institution of
issue. They will nottell us what we Xavier is all about? Is this what you
have done wrong in order that we want to represent?
may fix it. Yet we have tried to imWe on the dance. team don't
prove things on our own, despite think so, and we are not going to
these obstacles.
stop asking questions and fighting
We bought new uniforms ·with this battle until we get some anour tiny budget, we choreographed . swers. We are sick and tired of benew dances and we sacrificed go- ing embarrassed and uncomforting away to a National Competition able. Now it's your turn.
in Florida we qualified for (which
means we obviou~ly aren'.t horrible
-Vivian White
dancers), so we could deal with our
Class of 'Q,3
issues at Xavier. But we. still do not
receive any of the standard things

------------------------·"To "those ofyou in

power who are
responsible for this, is
this really what the
institution of Xavier
is all about?"

YOU KNOW THAT SONG
THEY. PLAY ON "LATE
NIGHT WITH DAVl.D
LETTERMAN" WHEN THEY
OPEN THE MAIL BAG'? THE
ONE THAT GOES,
"LETTERS, WE GET
LETTERS; WE GET STACKS
AND STACKS OF
LETTERS'?"
.WE tlAVE A DIFF.ERENT
TRADITION WHEN-WE
OPEN OUR MAIL BAG
HERE AT THE NEWSWIRE.
"S*** NO LETTERS!"
I
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Off C.ampus Student
Housing
Available for the 2001-2002
· School Year

All properties short walk to
campus!
1 and_2 bedroom apartments
Also: 3,4,5, and 6 bedrooms·

Call 604-7152
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Xmen shoot.down Flyers, 82-72
BY JOE ANGOLIA

tounding .556 percent from the'
forts of freshmen Ramod Marshall
field on the night, including 18-29
and Keith Waleskowski who scored
The men's basketball team five and three points, respectively,
i.n the second half.
With 16 win~ heading into the
found themselves once again on the to start Dayton's night.
month of February, Xavier is in
verge of the top .25 entering last
A basket from Nate Green pot the
some good company. The last time
night's game with the Dayton Fly- Flyers ahead 20-11, but the Muskeers. Ranked No. 27 by the Associ- teers would come alive: Looking the Musketeers entered the month
ated Press, the Musketeers could like the McAfee of old, XU's point with 16 wins was during the 1989hardly afford to suffer a setqack guard used two three-pointers to
90 season in which XU went on to
here both in terms of the ·polls and ignite a 12-3 Xavier run, capped off advance to the Sweet 16.
the Atlantic 10 standings,
by a basket from sophomore Lionel
Fortunately, the Musketeers Chalmers which evened the game at
XAVIER ~1, DUQUESNE 48
The MusI<:eteers kept up their
avoided the same letdown they ~x 23 all with 7:25 remaining in the
success on the road by manhanperienced after their loss to UMass, ha1r.
dling the hosting Dukes on Jan. 27
by knocking off the Flyers 82-72,
McAf~e connecte~ on his first
thanks to another stn:~ng defensive
thanks to big games from the two three attempts from downtown. His
performance ..
players wh.o had struggled the most 11 points and t~ree steals kept the
The stingy XU defense limited
so far this season.
Muskies in the game in the firsthalf.
Duquesne to season lows in scorJunior.Lloyd Price had his best
The Musketeers pushed· their
game of the season with 21 points lead to eight (33-25) following a
ing (48 points) and shooting (.339
percent) ·en route to their seventh
and six boards, while senior basket from junior Kevin Frey, but
straight win on the road. The streak
Maurice McAfee chipped in 18 watched as the Flyers answered with
points and carried the Xmen at Seven straight points to jump right
is two shy of the school record
times.
nine-game wiil streak set during
back into the game.
Sophomore David West earped
Dayton opened the second half tlie 1987-88 season.
the game's MVP award thanks to much like.they had the first, running
Duquesne stayed in the game
his seventh double-double in a row, with an 11-0 spurt. But as was'the early on.• grabbing a 13-12 lead
with 14:02 left in the first half.
a 25-point, I I-rebound perfor- story of the game, the Musketeers
mance. It marked his 11th double- answered back with a 13-0 run to
Most Xavier fans missed that
double in his lasf 13 games:
part, thanks to the Rhode Island vs.
·retake the lead.
Dayton looked .to play the
La Salle double-overtime maraThe Musketeers sealed the game
spoiler in the Cintas Center's debut with a 16-3 run that boosted their · thon which delayed Fox Sports'
on national television as the Flyers lead.to 14 points, 69-55, taking the
coverage of the XU game.
_
came out hot in the first half roll- wind out of the Flyers'. wings.
By the time the XU game came
ing to an 8-2 lead thanks to the efon, the Musketeers were well on
The red hot Xmen shot an as'
their way to a commanding lead.
The Xmen outscored the Dukes
32-13 to close out the first half,
taking an 18-point lead into the inGeo. Wash.
Xavier
termission (44-26).
Colonials
Musketeers
Duqu~sne hung around for.
most of the second half, at least
Rank: N/A
Record: 9-11
Rank: N/A
Record: 16-3
until Xavier produced a 13-0 run
The Colonials' SirValiant
The Muskies barely esto extend their lead to 29 points,
Brown brings his medieval self caped thejr last matchup with
74-45, with just over two minutes.
to the Cintas Center in hopes
GW, a 76-74 win on Jan. 16.
remaining.
of knocking off the conferThe XU "D" will be focused on
West led the way for the Musence-leading Xnien.
the Colonials' Brown and
keteers with yet another doubleMonroe;
double, this time a 21-point, 12· •.,.,Spo'iis Editor

Next home game

Around the A-10
BY MATT MILLER

first career start, Waleskowski went
for 20 points and 12 rebounds
La Salle forward Rasual Butler against Fordham, his fourth double- ·
was named A-10 Player-of-the- double of the season.
Week after averaging 34.5 points.
St. Bonaventure head coach Jim
and 6.5 rebounds in two Explorer Baron picked up his ZOOtli career
losses this week. Butler dropped a win in the team's 66-51 win over
~areer-high 39 points on 15-30
Dayton on Jan. 25.
shooting against Rhode Island in ?
In women's action, XU's Taru
96-92 double-overtime loss on Sat- 1\lukkanen picked up her second
urday.
consecutive Player-of-the-Week
He also had 30 points, eight rec award (see story on page 10 for
bound~ and two blocks as La Salle
more).
fell to UMass by four earlier in the
Rhode Island guard Lindsey
week. As expected, Butler has suc- O'Niell was named co-Rookie-ofcessfully teamed with senior for- the-Week after scoring 17 points,
ward Victor Thomas to form a handing out two assists and blockpowerful scoring tandem.
ing a shot in URI's first conference
Butler currently leads the con- win of the season, a 55-51 triumph
ference in scoring at 22.2 ppg, over Fordham.
while Thomas is chipping in with
GW center Ugo Oba was the
19.4 ppg, good for fourth in the other recipient of the A-10 Rookieconference. Together, the La Salle of-the-Week award after she regisforwards account for .621 percent tered eight points, seven rebounds
of the team's total points.
and six blocks while playing in only
In the.La Salle game, URI jun- 25 minutes.
ior guard Zach Marbury also
George Washington remained
scored a career-high 38 points in undefeated in conference play
leading the Rams to a victory in this with a 78-67 win over Temple on
marathon game.
Jan. 28. Junior Elen·a Vishniakova
Dayton's Keith Waleskowski scored a game-high 25 points to lead
picked up his third Rookie-of-the- the way for the Colonials. The conWeek award after averaging 15 ference frontrunners come to the
points and 10.5 rebounds in the Fly- Cintas Center this Sunday for a
ers' two contests last week. In his showdown with the Muskies.
Sports Writer

•

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SARAH RICHTER

Sophomore David.West earned MVP honors after posting 25
points and 11 boards in last night's 82-72 win over Dayton.
rebound performance. XU's center
added three assists and two blocks
to his sixth straight double-double.
The Xnien got big boosts off the
,bench from Chalmers and senior
"Reggie Butler.
Chalmers connected on 4-7 from
downtown and finished with 15
points, five boards and three steals.
Butler was ·solid in the middle,
putting up seven points and five
boards in 19 minutes of work.
Frey poured in 12 points and

seven boards, helping the Muskies
to enjoy a 45-32 rebounding edge.
Xavier's sharpshooting - the
team hit .491 percent from the field
and .381 from downtown sharply contrasted the Dukes' inability to put the ball in the hole
(.339 percent).
Duquesne's top two scorers,
junior Wayne Smith (18.3 ppg)
and senior Courtney Wallace (17 .0 .
ppg), were held to just three and
four points, respectively.

• ,..,
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Muskies move up·to No.·15
Tuukkanen earns second straight Player-of-the-Week award, XU gogs 3-0
~

mancethe Musketeers still had
. three.players in double digits.
Asst. Sports Editor
Levandusky was the high scorer
For the· second consecutive
with 26, she also pulled down nine
rebounds. Tuukkanen scored 22
week, the women's basketball
points to go along with a game high
team has climbed to its· highest ever
national ranking. This week the
16 rebounds. Piipari scored 10
points and dished seven assists.
Musketeers are ranked No. 15 in
the Associated Press poll and No.
XAVIER
.
. . 83, URI 73
16 in the USA Today/ESPN
A senior combination of a difcoaches' poll.
ferent sort led .the way in the win
.Xavier was 3-0 this past week
over Rhode Island. on Sunday. Just
with road wins over Dayton and
as Parr and Levan.dusky led the way
Rhode Island and a home win over
against Dayton, Tuukkanen and
St.. Bonaventure. Senior Taru
Phillips led the way against the
Tuukkanen played a significant
Rams. The two post players compart in all three wins this past week.
bined to score 36 second-half
She was unstoppable over the past
points.
three games averaging 18.3 points
Xavier led at halftime 30-27,
and 11 rebounds per game.
·"thanks to a three-pointer at the
Her outstanding play helped her
buzzer by Parr. In the second half,
to earn Atlantic 10 Player-of"thethe Musketeers were finally able'to
Week for the second week in a row.
pull away and take the)ead for good
Tuukkanen isn't the only reason
with a little over 12 minutes remainthe Musketeers are 17-2 overall, 8ing in the game.
1 in A-10 play and ranked No. 15
Tuukkanen scored a game-high
in the country.
28 points and also pulled down a
It has been a well-balanced afgame~high 14 rebounds; To cap off
fair all season long and that conan already impressive performance,
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY-DEVIN MATHIS
she snagged a career-high seven
. tinue.d this past week as they
Senior Nicole Levandusky added nine rebounds to her game-high steals. It was her seventh doublebattl~d the_ir way to three more Al 0 victories and. into sole posses- 26 points in XU's 72-60 win over St. Bonaventure.
double of the season and 24th of her
sion of second place, trailing con- three three-p.ointers and finished night, the Musketeers came out Fri~ career.
ference-leading George Washing- with 10 points and 12 assists. It was day and shot a seasun low .381 per. Phillips scored 22 points and
. ton (8-0) by one game.
the sixth double-doµble of that kind cent from the field. Parr, who was · grabbed 11 rebounds to earn her
six for eight against Dayton,. was a. first double-double of the season.
for Piipari this 'season.
Piipari contributed 17 points and
XAVIER 89, DAYTON 76
Senior Jennifer Phillips tossed.in . ·.dismal one for nine against the
six assists. Levandusky had eight
Playing at UD Arena is never 14 points and grabbed six rebounds Bonni es.
"I had concerns all day about it," points to go a_long with seven rean easy task no matter whatteam to put all five starters in double figyou are, but if your jersey has· ures.
head coach Melanie Balcomb said bounds. Solid post play and a total
Xavier written across it, the task··
The Musketeers were in control · about her team's sluggish perfor- . team effort helped improve the
becomes a little harder. The Mus- · the entire game and 'rolled to the 89- . inance. "Their best player. was out Musketeers record to 17-2, 8-1.
and they rallied."
keteers carrie intci UD arena with . 76 victory.
their highest ever national ranking
The Bonnies also mixed up their
TUUKKANEN HONORED
. AGAIN
and nobody would have liked to
defenses to keep the usually accuXAVIER 72, ST~ BONA. 60
For the _second straight week,
beat .them more than the Flyers.
Coming off of a big victory in rate-shooting Musketeers off balUnfortunately for Dayton; the · Dayton on Wednesday night, the .. ance.and out oftheiroffensive sync. Tuul<:kanen was tabbed as the A-10
Musketeers made a school and A- Musketeers had to get ready for a · "They played all kinds of stuff to ·Player-of-the-Week. She averaged
10 record 14 three-pointers. struggling' but decent St. throw us off. We didn't do a good 18.3 points and 11 rebounds per
Xavier had already ma_de 12 by Bonaventure team.
job of reading the defense .. Th~y game in the 'Musketeers' three Ahalftime, tying the school record
The Bonnies entered the game never did the same thing twice," 10 victories this pastweek.
with 20 minutes to play.
with a record of 5-12, 1-5 but after said Balcomb.·
Seniors Jennifer Parr and competing with Xavier one would
After leading at halftime by a
HIGHEST RANKING EVER
Nicole Levandusky led the great have guessed their record would be score of 35-32, Balcomb said she
The Musketeers are ranked No.
three-point shooting display. Parr better.
talked to Piipari at halftime about 15 in this week's AP poll and No.
was six for eight from three-point
St. Bonaventure, who was ·miss- pushing the b_all up court and scor- 16 in the USA Today poll. Both ·
land and scored a career-high 18 ing their second leading scorer.in se- ing baskets in transition.
rankings are the highest the team
points. Levandusky finished with nior Melissa Fa;do, came out with a
"Reetta was the key tonight. I has e".er earned. Xavier plays at
ti ve tbrees and tied Tuukkanen for lot of intensity and played a good talked to her about pushing the ball._ home tomorrow against Florida
a game-high 20 points. Tuukkanen game against a flat and poor shoot- That allowed us to not have to worry State at 7 p.m. It will mark the fialso scored 20 points and had a ing Xavier team.
about what 'D' they were going to .. nal non-conference game for the
game-high nine rebounds. ·
Musketeers this season .
. In contrast to their brilliant shoot- play," said Balcomb.
Sophomore Reetta Piipa,ri had ing performance on Wednesday
In the poor shooting perfor-

BY SEAN O'BRIEN

···wol\t1EN'S BBALL
REMAINING GAMES
Time

Date
Feb.
4·

·Geo~· wash.
·Lasane·
fordham
St; Joseph's
Dayton
Duquesne
St. Bonaventure

8
11
16
18
22
25

noon
7:00
2:00
7:00
2:00
7:05
noon

March
. ·• A-10 Tourney

2~4

TBA

AH TIMES P.M.

SAAC Charity
Event
The XU Student-Athletic Advisory Council (SAAC) will be
.·collecting clothing, canned food,
cash and small household items
during the next men'.s and
women's basketball home games
on Saturday, Feb. 3 and-S1,mday,
Feb. 4.
Cash donations will be sent to
the Jesuits in El Salvador and
also to the Neediest of All Charity. Food and household items
will be given to the Drop Inn
Center and clothing will also be
sent to El Salvador for the earthquake victims.
Items can be dropped off in
the Athletic Department or at
special donation locations in the
Xavier Dining Hall at the Cintas
Center.. If you are unable to .attern:~ the game, the Athletic Department would gladly accept
your donations. Call 745-3413
for more details.

WVUtops
Rifle team
The Xavier Rifle team got
shot down this past weekend .in
an away match at West Virginia.
The Mountaineers earned a 37
point (4651 to 4614) advantage
in the small bore competition and
a one-point victory in the air rifle
competition (1543 to 1542)to
take the match 6194 to 6156.
Sophomore Thrine Kane led
the way for the Musketeers in the
air rifle competition with a score
of 392, while sophomore Joe
Fitzgibbon paced the Muskies in
the smallbore event, finishing
with an aggregate score of 1158.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
REMAINING GAMES
Date
Feb.
3
7
10

14
17
21
25
March

4

Opponent
Geo. Wash.
St. Joseph's
Temple
Massachusetts
- Rhode Island
St. Bona.
La Salle

Time
7:30
7:00
noon
7:30
7:30
7:30
4:00

I

On Tap

•

GAME
of the

~&-~m.<m,:m;i~~'§~~:::~~W.;..¥,.::~Jtf..~»~t=:-:":"~~~·;:-i;~u1rrf;%-:.~~~M.t'X~~.,..>*~%.~~~i$iW"#WM~r~J~.ms~.'mmw.'W~tm"!J.'t!(W'..&i™~~~K.m$.$

Thursday, Feb. 1

Sunday, Feb. 4

·Saturday, Feb. 1O

•Women's basketball vs.
Florida State at 7 p.m.
•Swimming vs. IUPUI and
Bradley at 7 p.m.

•Women's basketball vs.
George Washington at noon

•Rifle vs. Nebraska and
Morehead State at 8 a.m. # ·

Saturday, Feb. 3
•Men's basketball vs.
George Washington
at 7:30 p.m. *
•Rifle vs. Ohio State
at 11 a.m.

.

*

•Men's basketball vs. St.
Joseph's at 8 p.m. *

Thursday, Feb. 8
•Women's basketball vs. La
Salle at 7 p.m. "'

..

..

WEEK

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
VS. GEO. WASH.

7 p.m; Thursday at

Wednesday, Feb. 7

ALL TIMES P.M.
-Joe Angolia

·

··

noon

Dayton

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

the Cintas Center
*Atlantic 7o game
#NCAA Qualifier
Home basketball games take
place in the Cintas Center.
Home swim meets take place
in the O'Connor Sports Center.
Home rifle matches take
place in the armory. . ·.
Home events are in bold.

The women's basketball
team is doing the Jeffersons
proud, continuing to "move
on up" in the polls. On Sunday, however, they will have
to find a way to knockoff the
visiting Col.onials who
handed the Musketeers their
last loss and consequently
their only loss in Atlantic 10
play.
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and· Spice' a sour failure._·.

. CHEERLEADERS ROBBING BANKS. WHAT A DISASTER OF A· FiLM.

Whorehouse
The Fifth-Third Bank Broadway Series presents Ann-Magret
in "The Best Little Whorehouse
in Texas."
Tickets for this March 20 April l production go on sale to
the general public on Thursday,
.Feb.I.
Performances run Tuesday Saturday evenings at 8 p.m., Sunday evenings at 7:30 p.m., with
Saturday and Sunday matinees
at.2 p.m.
Ticket prices .range between
$35 and $56. They .may be purchased at all Ticketmaster outlets, including online .at
www.ticketmaster.com.

Groovin' teen arts
On Saturday, Feb. 3, from 6-9
p.m., the Teen Arts Council presents "Groove Theory" at the
Contemporary Arts Center. .
The evening f~atures an
evening of jazz music and a talent show featuring music and
poetry readings. Also presented
will be the video for "Blaze it
up," a hip-hop sirigle created by
the council.
The event is free to all teens
14 and over and parents. Light
snacks will be provided. Formal
attire is suggested.

XU_ piano series
Classical pianist Jean-Phillipe
Collard will perform for the
Xavier Classical Piano Series on
Sunday, Feb. 4 in the Cincinnati
Art Museum Theatre.
.Collard will perform several
pieces including Debussy's "L'
Isle joyeuse," Ravel's "Albarado
del graciso;" and Faure's "Impromptu No. 2."
·
This is a special concert- all
tickets are $25, with no dis-.
counts.
For more information, call 1800-344-4698 ext. 3161.

Cinderella
Tickets are still on sale for the
Bank Broadway Series production· of "Cinderella"
on Feb. 20 - March 4.
Performances run Tuesday Saturday evenings at 8 p.m., Sunday evenings at 7:30 p.m., with
Saturday and Sunday. matinees
at2 p.m.
Ticket prices range between
$35 and $56 and are available
all Ticketmaster outlets.

Fifth~Third

Improv
The four-member troupe
known as Friends of Lucy will
perform at Cincinnati Playhouse
in the Park on Feb. 5.
The group combines impro-.
visation and sketch comedy in
the style of "Whose Line is it
Anyway?" and "Saturday Night
Live."
For more information, call the
Playhouse at 421-3888.

The cheerleaders rally around . (played by a frighteningly unrec~
their captain by plotting a robbery ognizable Sean Young) from jail.
Comedy often relies on of the bank branch of a supermar-· Rachel Blanchard plays the annoyincongruency - the old fish out of ket. The girls get the idea for a bank ingly good "virgin" with an eques. water syndrome, where someone is robbery while watching "Point trian fetish. Her portrayal is entirely
placed into a situation where they ob- Break" and then further research- too cliche.
Michelle George offers the only
viously don't belong. Of course, just ing the topic with "Reservoir
bright
spot as the exterminator's
simply placing someone in a situa- Dogs" and "Dcig Day Afternoon."
daughter,
forced onto the squad in
Sadly, por·
tion they· are
a
trade
for
guns. However,.even she
tions of these
not normally
movies re- looks older than believable.
accustomed
turn in their
All of the supporting characters
to d_oes not
heist, includ- are sad stereotypes, includ!ng the
ensure comeing a Ricti- ho111osexual mascot, the nerds
dic results, as
ard Nixon working atthe video store, and most
evidenced by
mask.
of all, the cheerleaders themselves.
the cheerThe story
They are entirely lacking in
! eaders-tbof the cheer- depth, which is a greater crime, conbankrobbers
leaders' fall sidering the first 15 minutes of the
concept of
into crime is . movie is spent developing and de"Sugar and
narrated by scribing characters. ·
Spice."
Lisa, played
Ultimately, the movie is hyped
. Exhibit A:
PHOTO COURTESY OF NEW LINE CINEMA
by . Marla as a go()d-girlJack
and
Sokoloff, a go n e - b ad
Diane (I am
not kidding) fall in love, and, B-squad chee~leader, telling the tale story. Notice"whoops," Diane (portrayed as ditzy to police detectives. Thus through- ably lacking
and annoying by Marley Shelton) out, she serves the purpose of offer-: · are the two elgets pregnant (a great inspiration for ing transitional details to connect ements the
the teenage audience). Furthermore, each minor event in the movie. movie seems
on:.
they are abandoned by their parents Sokoloff carries the proper attitude bµi It
and forced to find their own house. throughout, maintaining she might cheerlea.dihg
When money gets tight, Jack works actually be a high school student. . and bank robe
However, the same cannot be bing.
The
at the local video store and Diane
takes a job as a bank ·elerk. Diane is said for the other people. Mena girls only rob
pregnant and miserable. ("Life goes Suvari seems entirely out of. place one bank and furthermore, there are
on long after the thrill of living is · in a small role as Kansas, the rebel only two major scenes in which
who wants to spring her mother cheerleading is the focus (though
gone.")

BY ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ
Contributing Writer .

.

the gir)s never change from their
Lincoln High cheerleading skirts),
one of which is shown completely
in slow motion. Yqu leave the theater feeling as if you were somehow duped into watchirig·a movie
you didn't really intend to see. ·
For a movie aimed primarily at
a teen audience, the writer· fails to
give much credit to the audience,.
relying on flatulence and menstruation for cheap attempts at humor as
well as spelling out a literary reference to "Gift of the Magi."
There is nothing redeeming
about this movie. Upon leaving
the theater, I overheard one teenage girl say: "It could have been
good." How true. A movie with so
much potential offered nary a fulfilling moment. There is no rigorous trial, no cheerleaders-in-jail
scenario, no exploration of the
possibilities of
offering commentary on society or high
school or anything at all. If a
,member of the
target audience
recognizes the
failure of this movie, well, there is
nothing funny about that either.

.

Everybody was 'Kung-Fu Fighting'
PERFECTLY. HEALTHY HUMANS GETTING BEATEN TO A BLOODY PULP .

BY BILL SNODGRASS
ComributingWriter

Martial arts movies. We've all seen
them or we all know the cliches.
Among them, laughable bad dubbing
and extremely ripped Asian guys
soundly thrashing dozens. of anonymous lackeys without even breaking
a sweat.
However, the new film "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon" - a Chinese import - is a great movie that
not only features some of the rriost
amazing action scenes ever seen on
film, but also an involving story with
interesting, well-developed characters.
The complex plot involves Li Mu
Bai (Chow Yun Fat), an aging warrior
who has decided to give up his adventurous lifestyle for a quiet life of
contemplation. He gives his sword,
Green Destiny, to fellow warrior and
unrequited love Shu Lien (Michelle
Yeoh), who delivers it to the house-

hold of a man named Sir Te. At the
same. time, Governor Yu, the new
district ruler, arrives at Sir Te's
household, along with his young
daughter Jen (Zhang Ziyi). Jen is .
engaged to a
young bureaucrat she does not
love and has
been raised and
bred to live the
life of aproper
· woman. However, as she confides to Shu
Lien in a pivotal
scene_, she secretly longs for the freedom and adventure of the life of a
warrior.
One night, Green Destiny is stolen by a mystei:ious masked thief;
Shu Lien chases after the thief and,
when they confront each other,
launch into one of the most spectacular fight scenes I have ever seen

New Releases
.

.

in a movie. I realized these charac- •of the story is devoted to developters have superhuman abilities and, ing the characters.
Yun Fat and Yecih, in particular,
as I watched them flying and leaping over rooftops and running up give award-worthy performances as
the sides of walls, I was floored by the unrequited lovers.
the
sheer
"Crouching Tiger, Hidden .
physical grace Dragon" is not a perfect film. The
of the actors.
plot is very complex and hard to
For anyone follow at times.
who thought
Still "Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Jackie Chan's Dragon" is a definite must-see. It
films or "The has action, romance, passion, susMatrix" had pense and drama· to spare.
.
impressive
You won't even have to sit
fight scenes, through .the bad dubbing - it's in
"Crouching subtitles.
Tiger, Hidden Dragon" raises the
bar considerably.
The fight scenes, designed by a
man named Yuen W~-Ping (who,.
also did the fight scenes from "The
Matrix"), are the most impressive
fights ever seen in a movie, They
are fast and furious; your jaw will
drop. But at the same time, much
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· The following discs are due for release on or before Jan. 30 ...
Less Than Jake, Greased (No Idea) ... Matthew Good Band, Beautiful
Midnight (Atlantic) ... Frank Black and the Catholics, Dog in the Sand
(W.A.R:?) ... Genovese, My America (Universal) ... Mad Lion, Predatah or
Prey (Reprise) ... Hot Water Music, Never Ender (No Idea) ... Napalm,
Bomb Scare (Priority) ... Vitamin C, More (Elektra) ... Jeff Beck, You Had it
Coming (Epic) ... Garageland, Do What You Want (Food Chain) ...
... all dates are tentative.

AND SO MUCH MORE!
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Tuesday, Jan. 30

Friday, Feb. 2 .

Everlast
wl Dexter Freebish
@ Bogart's .

The Kelly Richey Band
@Shady O'Grady's
and
The Gazeiles
@Sudsy Malone's

Thursday, Feb. 1
Ario Guthrie ·
@Proctor & Gamble Hall

DIVERSIONS
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Nine Inch Nails
Things Fallinq Apart
(Nothing/lnterscope)

An appropriatly titled ·
remix album
After an extended hiatus of almost five years, Trent Reznor
emerged from his home studio and
released a sprawling double album,
bringing popularity back to "Nine
Inch Nails. Their first new release
sirice 1994's Downward Spiral,
The Fragile was also a very experi~
mental alb.um filled with bleak lyr- ·
· ics telling Reznor's life story over
the past five years.
Critically acclaimed by dozens
of magazines, The Fragile was
largely favored by critics and fans
alike. Their tour with A Perfect
Circle was also a success, selling
out clubs across the country.
The latest release from Reznor
and .company, Things .Palling
Apart, finds himself and others remixing several of the songs on
1999's The Fragile and adding two
new songs and a cover tune. Although the album was an interest- ·
ing listen, I found nothing promising to take away from this album
other than the excellent cover tune

week of JANUARY 31, 2001 . 13
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of Gary Numan's ~'Metal." A
definite influence on Reznor
as well as industrial music in
general, I give NIN praise for
paying ~omage to him.
But, Hearing three·versions
of"Starf***ers Inc'~ was tiring
instead of interesting and the .
two new songs on the album
are
decent
but
not
:groundbreaking.
· It was once said in the music business that some songs
. remain unreleased for a reason.
Whether or not this album was
released just to s~tisfy contract
obligations does not concern
me. However, how a studio genius and known perfectionist
like Reznor could release an
inconsistent album puzzles
me.
This album pales in comparison to Reznor's prior works
and is only recommended to
hard core Nine Inch Nails fans
and fans of remix albums.
Hopefully Reznor's next
effort will be a full length album of quality tunes other
than a rushed colledion of half
baked and remixed tunes. The
album title is correct ~ this
album falls apart.
-Asa Kraning,
.Contributing Writer
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ACROSS
1. Russian vacation house
6. Recede
9. Type of poem
14. Plants that heal burns
15. caviar
16 .. Stomach ailment
17. Drug related·
19. What a PG movie is
20. Red tone .
21. What the computer is when you
are working
22. State north of CT
23. Abrev. for metaphors
24. Noose need
26. Plural ending in words from
Hebrew
28. Gas filled electron tube
33. How steaks may be done
37. An emotion of wonder
38. Supported ·
39. Declining
43. Conceit
45. One who cures hides
46. Type of coffee cup
52. Musical note
53. A famous one is named Charlie
54. Simple computer program
. 57. Morning hours
59. Simile word
60. Tended the fire
63. Rinds
65. Priests garments
68. Epitome of slow
69.Baby
70. Contraction of "no,· habla?"
71. Evolve
72. Axelike tool
73. Can be stopped up

DOWN
1. Obstacle
2. Sir _._ Guiness
3. Cipher
4. Scion's boat
5. Standard computer code
6. ''The Importance of Being_"
7. Feathery stole
8. Where bats are!
9. Sister of Cadmus

33
38
43

46

63
68

10.What earth is
11. Halloween month
.
12. Think
13. Town in Utah
18. A doctrine
25. State near Washington
26. Deter
27. Blend
29. Mate
30.Shower
31. Possessed
32. Racial division
34. The prophet of_
35. Direction
36. State in NE
40. In the location of
41. State west of NJ
42. Place to get a cola
44. Third person singular
present Indicative of be
47. Print styles
48. Scuffle
49. Used before words begin·
ning with a vowel sound

50. A holy place
51. Synthetic
55. Possessive pronoun
56. A wide body water
57. Part of a· church
58. Repair

of

61 .... ere last I saw
62. Salami place
64. French water
66. Brick carrier.
67.
Jose

Manresa applications are here!
Calling·azz potential Group Leaders. and Staff Members!

Manresa strongly encourages all students to apply for posion the Manresa 2001 Otientation Team. No previous
experience as a Group Leader or Staff Member is'required.
So, come one, come all! Make friends, make memories
and take new students under your wing.
Got any questions? Call Kimberlie GoldsbeITy at 745-4892
or email at goldsbe1:@xu.edu.
tio~s

ator
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prediGtin9 si~ .
more ·~ee\'s of bad
.grades?

Don't run baG\' into 1our
bo\el C.ome ·su us at the
.. Learning AssistanGe C.enter.
first t\oor t'uh\man .Ha\\ ·
145-~2.SO

"· .()r we:couldjusfhave

.

.yov_vv.fite Erin a Jetter.

.· lt~s.:l.lp.tp you ... · ·
··.··(Qn_:·~ampus

If You Can Shoot...
You Can Drive

M,L,2;129.) ...
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Classified ads are 25 centS per word-with a $6 minimum. To place your classified ad in The Newswire, call the
advertising deparbnentat {513) 745-3561 and ask for Sarah Castner or ~nd an email to newswireads@yahoo.com.
All·classified materials and a ent are due the Frida before ublication.
·
Mother's helper, flexible
hours,· non-smoker,. must
drive. Call 891-8151. If leav- ing message, please refer to
Xavier Newswire ad.
Childcare: Seeking energetic non-smoker to care for ·_.
our three children: 8, 4 & 3.in.
our Mt. Lookout home. Occasional afternoons, Thursday
evenings and some Saturday
evenings. Must provide own
transportation. Call Beth at
321-6146.
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida &
Jamaica. Call Sun Coast Vacations for a free brochure and ask
how you can organize a small
group & Eat, Drink, Travel Free
& Earn C.ash! Call (800)
777-4642
or
email
sales@suncoastvacations.com.
#1 Spring Break 2001
Mexico, Jamaica, Florida & St.
Padre. Reliable flights to all des- ·
tinations. FREE parties & meals
while supplies last. Don't wait,
call now! 1-800-SURFS-UP or
www.studentexpress.com. Earn
$$ now and work in Cancun
Summer 2001 ! Contact Dean
Longway® 1-800-258-9191
x105
or · dlongway
@studentexpress.com.

Sitter/mother.'s helper
needed for small children. Part
time hours, 2-4 days per week,
la.le afternoon .. Must have
transportation. 792-9606.
Fraternites ~.Sororities
. Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-2,000 this semester with
the . easy
Campusfundraiser.com .'three
hour fundi'aising event.. No
sales required. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call
today! eontact Campusfundraiser.
com at (888) 923-3238, or visit
WW"'.-'.carripusfundraiser.com: ·

FOR RENT
Apartments for rent:
, 5 bedroom and 2 bedroom
on Dana Avenue (across from
Music Dept.).
3 bedroom arid 2 bedroom
on Ivanhoe Avenue (in.
Norwood). Available in August.
Call for more information. 6312092.

For rent this spring ..J 600
Brewster Ave. Spacious 4
bedroom house. Easy walk to
campus. Fully equipped. Call
.·.
.
321-0043.
For rent Large charming 4
bedroom apt. in restored 2-fam- ·
· ily, walking distance to campus.
·Solarium, W/D, water paid,.
2104 Cleneay Ave .. $300 per
person +utilities. Available in
May, 984-8576.
4 bdrm apt. in 3 family. To-.
tally renovated, ceramic tile,
wall to wall carpet, AC, 2 baths,
near campus. Available Aug. 1,
2001. $1200/mo, heat and wa. ter paid. Adam 608-0887.
House for rent. 6 bdrm, 2 full
baths. Eat-in kitchen. Living
room and dining room. Full unfinished basement . New paint,
fixtures and plumbing. Laundry
room in basement. All newly
renovated - too much to list.
Parking available· across street
. and street parking. Only $1050
monthly, less than $200 per student. 3635 Montgomery Road.
Call Eric 754-1455 or 439-2890.
r=_or rent: 1 bedroom apt
just off Cleneay. Large rooms._·
hardwood floors, · eat-in ·
kitchen, lots of closet space.
$425/month. 861-9999.

... Large 7 bedroom, 4 full
bath, grand porch, free laundry, $1100/month, less than
$200 per person. Available for
fall semester, possibly one
month early. 281-3863.
Apt for rent. Pleasant .
Ridge. Nice large 1 bedroom.
Quiet four family. Balcony, carpeting, coin washei'/dryer.
$425, heat included. 505-2239.
For rent 2, 3, & 4 br.apartments. -:-' Very large, newly
renovated apartments within ·a
t)alf mile of campus: Set in turn .
.. ,pf the century mansions, th.ese.
. ,apartments feature: finished
·. wood floors, exposed brick
walls, ceramic tile, ceiling faris,
. laundry, air· conditioning, offstreet parking, security lighting, fully equip kitchens with
garbage disposals, dishwashers and new appliances. If you
are looking to economize, the
bedroome are large enough to
be shared. These homes are
. a must see.and won't last long .
For a showing call Ian at 2447368 or Tim at 325-8610.
2 bedroom duplex for rent.
Close to XU, newly renovated.
$550 month/deposit required.
. 559-1131.
Efficiency for rent. . Close
to XU. $250 month/deposit
retjuii-ed. 559-1131.

.. Renting' now and for 6/01:
. Large newly renovated 1, 2 &3
bdrm apts. on Dana Avenue.
Fully furnished, off-street park- ·
. ing, air-Conditioning, security
doors, satellite-.dish, decks,
· porches,. w,asher/dryer. Call
703-3242.
'
.. Renting now and for 06/01/
01: Largehewly renovated. i, 2
& .3 bedroom apartments ori
Dana Avenue'. Fully furnished,
off street parking, air con.ditioning, · building security, common
decks, private porches, .fireplaces, washers/dryers. Short
walk to campus. Phone 7033242.

Houses. for rent. 5 min.
walk to XU (Cleneay &
Ivanhoe). 2, 4, 6 & 7-8 bdrms.
$235/month. Call Cathy or
'. Tom at 769-5240.

974. Da·na Ave. 1 bdrm
apartment, furnished. $600/
month. Heat and water paid.
772-0909.
Great place to live and
study! Great investment! Easy
access to Rt. 50. 15-20 minutes from Xavier University! 3
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath brick Cape
Cod. Newer windows, Ale &
furnace, carpet & vinyl. Hardwood floors, large patio and
fenced back yard! 3758 Meadowlark Ln. (Fairfax). Reasonably priced at $116,500. With
two people, monthly payment ·
would be less than $450/each.
Call Bonnie Whited@ 227-5901
for more info· or Coldwell
Banker @271-7200.

SPRING

BREAK
Go Direct = $avings! #1
Spring Break
company offering WHOLESALE Spring Break packages
(no middlemen)! Zero traveler
complaints last year! Lowest
price guaranteed! 1-800-367-1252
or www.springbreakdirect.com
ln~ernet-based

MISC.

30 Helens Agree ...
Everybody's Records is the
best record store in town. Get
cash or trade for your mint
condition CDs. Wide selection
of rock, rap, jazz, soul, indie,
punk & more! Posters, stickers & buttons, too! Open 11
a.m.- 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday;
12-6 p.m. on Sunday. 6106
Montgomery Road at Ridge
Avenue.

Florida

Canc:;un

Jamaica
Bahamas
Acapulco
Barbados
South Padre

Special Cancun
Beach Front
Starting @559

Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
1Bahamas
rlorida

Jamaica
Starting@ 479 ~~
. Bahamas 1-800-648-4849
starting@ 549 www.ststravel.com
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Emergency survival techniques for sports enthusiasts and everyone
who ventures outdoors!

1· .

Hot/Cold: When the Extremes Become Dangerous

~ · . When it Stings, Bites, Poisons or Blisters
-

Altitude Adventure: Tips for Climbers

If".·

Breaks and Bruises, Strains and Sprains

+
fffi]

,.

-;:..t

Travel Medicine
Basic First Aid
Down Under: SCUBA Diving Tips
Pre-registration required, call (937) 775-2.582
or www.med.wright.edu/em/expoO 1.html

Co~Sponsors: Dick's Sporting Goods; k& G Bike Center; Kettering
Medical Center Sports Medicine and Physical Therapy;
Rivers Edge Canoe Livery and Outfitters; Start Climbing Walls;
WSU School of Medicine Office of Public Relations, and Interdisciplinary
Teaching Labs; Wound Healing and Hyperbaric Medical Center

_ gJ !!Btijl II l_f ft
vVRJGHT STATE
UNIVERSITY

Do you have a cold?
The Research. Office at Health & Counseling is looking for -you!
We are seeking people at least 18 years old who have acquired a recent cold with
symptoms of· congestion, cough, sore throat, etc.
If you qualify you will remain at the Health Center for 3 hours after dosing and

complete the study in your room. You will be compensated $t.t5 for the first half of the
study and if you complete the entire course of the study you will. receive an additional
$30, both to be paid at the completion of the study.

To inquire please call 7'-t5-2873.
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The Distinguished Brothers of

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternitv. Inc.
Sigma Gamina Chapter
Xavier University
Cincinnati, Ohio

'.MISS <BLJLCI( ~ (]0£(])
Scfiofarsliip <Pageant
2001

Friday February 9th, 2001
The ·Madison
700 Madis'on Ave.
Covington, KY
7:06pm
For Ticket Information Please Call
Justin Wade (513) 861-7912
Or
The Office ofMulticultural Affairs (513) 745-3181
****.****Pre-Sale· Tickets Only*******
*******Ticket Sales Will End On February II", 2001*******
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Th.e newspaper staff, 1935

We may not wear wallet chains or suspenders any
more, but it's still the most fun you can have
while working on campus.
THE FOLLOWING.POSITIONS
ARE AVAILABLE FOR
.
THE 2001-2002 SCHOOL YEAR:
.

.

· CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR,
ASSISTANT CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR,
DIVERSIONS EDITOR,
ASSISTANT DIVERSIONS EDITOR,
SPORTS EDITOR,
ASSISTANT SPORTS. EDITOR,
. OPINIONS ·AND EDITORIALS EDITOR,
ASSISTANT OPINIONS AND EDITORIALS EDITOR,
MANACilNCi EDITOR,
EDITOR IN CHIEF

PICK UP AN APPLICATION AT THE PUBLICATIONS HOUSE, 3739 LEDGEWOOD DRIVE
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IIE·ANSWERS· TlfJiPHONE,,
..;•:;··j{NDTHEAD·IS.SOLD.~ ?,
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It could happen t<;> any one of us: And if it did, wouldn't you pray .·
for someone to help you put your life back together. We're here for Anne
and ·Jeffrey for et.s long .as..it;take~.·
Your donation

~ould change a l~•.Pleasecall us at 1.800~899.0089 or visit ~.voa.org.
~
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1here are no limits lo r.aring.
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.-you· STILL HAVE·TIME!

TO WRITE FOR THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE. YO.U'LL· MEET NEW PEOPLE, SEE
. INTERESTING THINGS, GET PAID AND IMPRESS YOUR FRIENDS WITH YOUR
NEWFOUND KNOWLEDGE AND POPULARITY. PROBABLY.
..
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nize the relevance of the aforementioned song. Don MacLean's and
dare I say it, Madonna's song commemorates "The Day the Music
Died." On this date in 1959, Buddy
Holly, Richie Valens and The Big
·Bopper died in a plane crash. You
may now proceedwith your oftkey
moaning arid dance of-deception.
Yours truly, Calendar Guy..

January 31

Her name was Samantha Kelly..
She was the first girll had a crush
on when .I·first started to go
through that time of confusion and
exploration known as puberty. I
won't describe her hair, her smile
or her eyes because the truth is, I
can't really remember much about
her, except that everyone called her
Sam. What I do remember are daydreams about her brought on by
boredom and developing sweat
glands. These were noi dreams of
being trapped in mid-coitus or
walking down the aisle to my favorite song at the time: "Parents
Just Don't Understand." No, these
were dreams of terrorists taking
over our little Catholic elementary
school, St. John's, and holding her
hostage. Then, just when things
look their bleakest, I swoop in, preferably wearing a ninja outfit, and
rescue her from imminent death.
These were dreams of she and I
being locked in the gymnasium because Miss Marusczak forgot we
.were folding up the huge parachute
in the equipment room after a galTle
of popcorn, and suddenly, there's
no one left in the school. These
. were dreams of a young boy who
thought life was just like the movies.
In the third grade, I was a
teacher's pet and we used to play
this game where each letter of the
alphabet was 'designated a number. Thus, A equaled 1, B equaled .

By

Adam Ziemkiewicz To place an item in the calendar, call

2 and so on. Mrs. Bitler would
put numbers on the board and
we would have to find words that
added up to that number. Well,.
the International 40 Hour remem~
· hers this pastime and is celebrating by moving to the Learning
Assistance 65 starting at 3:30 p.m.
There will be plenty of contests
with 93 and guest speaker Burt
Reynolds who will demoristrate
how to 120.

I 1: bli ;;:: •2!\J
February__ ]_
February is National Weddings Month. Having just completed divorce proceedings on
my fifth marriage, the last thing I
want is to find someone else to
take my money. I can't handle
that stress. But, my friends and I
were wondering just how much
stress another marriage would
create. We decided what we really need is for Health and Counseling to offer free blood pressure screenings every Thursday
this month from 1 - 4 p.m. But,
the chances of that happening
are about as likely as my third
wife admitting our son is really
Leroy's from her typing pool.
A few weeks ago I had the op-

I

745-3122. or

.portunity to visi.tFiorida. If you've
ever driven from Cincinnati, you
know how many billboards line 175, including: "R. V. there yet?" or,
fTIY person·aJ favorite, a billboard at
the exit for CafeRisque, a strip club,
that reads: "Wha:t part of 'Thou Shalt
Not' don't you understand?" As
you can see, those people in Florida
sure love their advertise1T1ents. I
hope they like losing in basketball
too, (That was_ an awful transition, I
know.) The women's basketball
team hosts Florida State at 7 p.m.

FRIDA¥ .
February 2
For those who don't know, and I
can't imagine who among us
doesn't set his or her biological
clock by this date, today is Groundhog Day. This is the day when a lot
of people gather around a hole wait-·
ing to find out what forecast Phil
has· written. This makes about as
much sense as navigating your
caravel by the stars, when there's
so obviously maps of the New
World. What would be interesting,
as opposed to a shadow, would be
the groundhog seeing a picture of
his ex-girlfriend, and in a fit of blind
rage attacking Andy Rooney with
groundhog howls of passion, while
the entire nation wonders if Mr.
Rooney screaming "Yikes!" and
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bleeding profusely while authorities detain Phil with death means
there is going to be six more weeks
of winter or not? Whatever happens, "Don't drive angry."
Leave it to SAC to realize the
only possible way for students to
be happy is by giving them money.
"Dash for Dollars" is today at 8 ·
p.m: in Kelley Auditorium; For
those who don't know, this is a
"Let's Make A Deal" style game
where they ask for obscure objects
like a comb or a talking door stop
shaped like a turtle and you offer
to ~rade what you have for what's
behind door tjumber 19, which
could be a chance at $300, or, more
likely, it will be a gift certificate for
public embarrassment. You take'
. your chances and get.very .angry
when someone else wins.
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February 3

Sorry; that' was a rare moment
of pomposity. On a happier note,
in honor of National Cherry
Month, the men play George
Washington at 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY
February 4
On another happy note, the
women play George Washington
today at noon. At halftime, there
will be a pit-spitting contest and
plenty of virgin bloody marys.

Take it easy today. Waste some
time watching television, perhaps
7th Heaven on.the WB. Or, you
could maybe play some soccer
outside in the freezing cold.

To the dear drunks at the party
I attended recently, when you were .·
singing "American Pie" in a
·February 6
circle, with your arms around some
girl you met whose name you can't ·
Guess what, Sam called me toremember, wearing tight black
. day. OK, she didn't But she could,
pants and too much makeup or
and when was the last time Xavier
some guy wearing a hat that says · had a terrorist attack? I think
"Cocks" on it, you failed to recogwe're well overdue.
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to anyone who tells you to quit smoking .

•
.
because you know you Co U Id
.

This advertisement was supported by
GranVCoo.perative Agreement Number
99038 from the Centers for Disease
•
Control and Prevention (CDC). It's
contents are solely the responsibility
of the authors and do not necessarily·
represenf the official views of CDC.

Call XU's Tobacco Risk Reduction Program at x3599 if you'd like to quit.

